In blind quantum computation, a client delegates her quantum computation to a server with universal quantum computers who learns nothing about the client's private information. In measurement-based BQC model, the privacy of client's inputs, algorithms and outputs can be guaranteed. However, it still remains a challenge to generate a large-scale entangled state in experiment. In circuit-based BQC model, single-qubit gates can be realized precisely, but the entangled gates are probabilistically successful. This remains a challenge to determinately realize entangled gates in some systems. To solve the two problems in BQC, we propose the first universal BQC protocol based on a hybrid model, i.e. measurements and circuits, where the client Alice is responsible for single-qubit states and the server Bob performs the universal quantum computing. We analyse and prove the blindness, correctness, universality and verifiability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, blind quantum computation (BQC) becomes a hot topic in quantum information processing since it can be applied to realize clients' private quantum computing. In BQC, measurement-based model and circuits-based model have been studied for many years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . A. Broadbent et al. [1] in 2009 firstly implemented an universal BQC protocol by measuring a m × n dimensional blind brickwork state, which is called BFK protocl. In BFK protocol, the client can prepare single-qubit states {|± θ = (|0 + e iθ |1 )/ √ 2|θ = 0, 4 }. Based on BFK protocol, multi-server BQC protocols were proposed in [3] [4] [5] . A BQC protocol for singlequbit gates X, Y, T, Z has been realized by measuring blind topological states, where the error threshold has been explicitly calculated [6] . An universal BQC protocol based on Affleck-Kennedy-LiebTasaki (AKLT) states has been implemented, where the universal gates set includes blind Z rotation, blind X rotation and controlled-Z followed by blind Zrotations [7] . In experiment, S. Barz et al. realized a demonstration for the privacy of quantum inputs, computations, and outputs [2] . Furthermore, the verifiability problems and other interesting BQC protocols have been proposed [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The computational speed of quantum computers is much faster than that of classical computers due to the advantage of quantum parallel computing. For quantum computers, it is important to prepare entangled states since they can be applied to quantum computing [33] , quantum simulation [34] and so on. However, the key problem is to generate large-scale entangled states [1, 35] in space-separated and individual-controllable quantum systems such as the brickwork state [1] , AKLT state [7] . In experiments, there are some great progresses in preparing multi-qubit entangled states. The number of qubits in an entangled state [36] reaches to 20 in trapped-ion system, while the number is 10 both in superconducting [37] and photonic system [38] . It is difficult to describe a large entangled state * lwq@jnu.edu.cn since the dimension of Hilbert space is exponentially increasing. In circuit-based BQC model, the successful realization of the entangled gates is probabilistic such as the successful probability in optical system is 1 16 21 25 in [43] . In this paper, we first propose a hybrid and universal BQC protocol (HUBQC), i.e. measurements and circuits. We make full use of advantages of two models: entangled cluster states for realizing entangled gates are determinately successful in measurement-based and the single-qubit gates can also be realized without too many qubits in circuit-based. These can avoid perfectly the two problems proposed in Abstract. A client Alice generates initial states and a server Bob is responsible for performing operations and measurements. The entangled gates can be realized by measuring graph states and single-qubit gates can be operated on the suitable qubits by Bob orderly. We not only give the proofs of correctness and blindness but also verifiability, where the verifiability implies to verify Bob's honesty and the correctness of measurement outcomes. These factors are often considered in BQC protocols. The proof of the verifiability refers to [14] . Finally, we apply HUBQC protocol to realize blind protocol about quantum Fourier transform (BQFT) [44] [45] [46] . The encrypted method in measurement process is from the BFK protocol in [1] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present the basic knowledges in Section II. The definition and structure of the graph state |Cluster are presented in Section III. The universal blind quantum computation protocol is in Section IV. We show the analyses and proofs of blindness and correctness as well as a application of our protocol in Section V. At last, our discussions and conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In [47] , it points out that an arbitrary unitary operator U can be decomposed into the combinations of rotation operators. Here, we only show three decomposition forms, the other three decompositions are similar. Next, we give the z-y-z decomposition for gates H, S, Z, T, X, Y as follows:
For the y-x-y decomposition of rotation operators of above gates, we get
For the z-x-z decomposition of rotation operators of above gates, we obtain
III. THE DEFINITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE GRAPH STATE |Cluster
Definition.- In FIG. 1 , we show the structure of an m × n dimensional entangled state |Cluster , where these singlequbit states in the state |Cluster are 
(Color online) Schematic structure of a graph state |Cluster , where the black dots can be viewed as the outputs in previous computing meanwhile the inputs in the latter computing. All white dots are auxiliary qubits to help complete the computing.
(Colour online) Schematic structure of a eight-qubit cluster state which refers to our previous work [48] , where qubits labelled by (2)).
IV. A HYBRID AND UNIVERSAL BQC PROTOCOL
Our HUBQC Protocol.-The concrete steps of our protocol are as follows ( See FIG. 3) , where the client Alice has the abilities to prepare the initial states and the server Bob can perform universal quantum computing without exacting Alice's any private information.
Step 1. Alice prepares all single-qubit states |± ν j , |0 , |1 , |± µ j and sends them to Bob, where ν j ∈ {0,
4 }. These states |± ν j are used for computing and |0 , |1 , |± µ j are trap qubits. The reason choosing |0 , |1 , |± µ j as trap qubits is that |0 , |1 are not entangled with |± µ j when CZ gates are performed. While states |± µ j can be entangled with each other at most three qubits as long as they are in the suitable places. Note that, the connections with the states |± ν j are |0 and |1 .
Step 2. Alice asks Bob to perform CZ gates to get a graph state |C ( See FIG. 4) composed of eight-qubit cluster states. In FIG. 4 , some qubits connected by dotted lines are trap qubits |0 , |1 , |± µ j and the others are computational qubits |± ν j . These trap qubits can be randomly attached to the |Cluster state as long as they keep the structural consistency and do not affect the efficient computing.
Step 3. In Alice's target algorithms, if single-qubit gates first needs to be performed, Alice asks Bob to perform the above process in FIG. 3 . Bob first performs encrypted rotation operations on two black dots in the cluster state, where the encrypted rotation angles are ξ j = ν j + r j π (ν j is true rotation angles and r j is randomly chosen from {0, 1} ). The encrypted angle ξ j and true rotation angles ν j belong to the set {0, Note that for gates CNOT, if the cluster states don't contain final quantum outputs in FIG. 4 , the correction operations R z (-π 2 ) can be naturally absorbed by performing the projective measurements
is the same as
The above two processes can also be performed in trap qubits, therefore, Bob can not distinguish which are useful CNOT gates and trap gates CNOT in FIG. 4 to strengthened the blindness and secruity of our protocol.
Step 4. In the final quantum outputs, Alice asks Bob to perform the correct operations H and R z (-π 2 ). After Bob returns all quantum outputs, Alice first measures the trap qubits to verify Bob's honesty, where the number of trap qubits is optimal without affecting the computational efficiency.
In the protocol, Bob maybe implement Pauli attacks to change the original graph states. If Bob performs Pauli attacks X on |0 , |1 or Z on will get violative results and she aborts the protocol. Note that, Alice know all measurement results on traps with related basis. If Bob passes the test, Alice will discard all traps and accept the results.
V. PROOFS AND APPLICATIONS
We first prove the correctness and blindness of our HUBQC protocol.
Correctness. All quantum outputs are correct when Bob performs the protocol honestly.
Proof: 1) In measurement-based process, the correctness of gate CNOT is showed in FIG. 5 [48] .
Since
in the below lines. After that, we obtain the circuit (1). And we get the circuit (2) via the relationship HR z (α)H = R x (α). After correcting H and R z (-π 2 ), we receive the gate CNOT via the relationship (R z (
In the circuit process, the correctness can also be ensured since we have
where X, Z are commuted with other operations so they are easily removed.
Blindness (quantum inputs).
Suppose the quantum inputs are single-qubit states |± θ , |0 , |1 . Bob can not get anything from these qubits since the density matrices are maximally mixed from his point of view. [
From the equation, we can get the conclusion: the density matrix is independent of quantum inputs, that is, Bob get nothing from the initial states.
Blindness (graph states). The graph state |C is completely blind including the dimension since it contains trap qubits.
Proof: Suppose the dimension of the graph state |C is m×n known by Bob. However, the true dimension of state |Cluster is smaller than m × n. All unit cluster states are all eight-qubit cluster states, so nothing about the structure of state |C is leaked. And the number and the positions of CNOT gates are secret for Bob. Moreover, all measurement angles are encrypted by one-time-pad. Therefore, Bob can not know anything about Alice' quantum computing.
Blindness (algorithms and outputs). Here, two cases need to be considered: measurement-based process and circuitbased process. Bayes' theorem can be used to prove the blindness of quantum algorithms and outputs: a) the conditional probability distribution of computational angles known by Bob is equal to its priori probability distribution, when Bob knows some classical information and measurement outcomes of any positive-operator valued measures (POVMs) at any time; b) all quantum outputs are one-time padded to Bob.
Proof: In measurement-based process, the encrypted form is the same as the BFK protocol [1] , the blindness proofs of algorithms and outputs can refer to [6, 7] . In circuit process, the encryption form is ξ j = ν j + rπ, we give the blindness proofs of algorithms and outputs as follows.
We firstly analyse the effect of Bob's rotation angles information Ξ j = {ξ j } m j=1 on Alice's privacy [6, 7] .
, where R j ∈ {0, 1} is a the random variable chosen by Alice and {Ξ j , V j } ∈ S = { kπ 4 | k = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6}. Let Λ ∈ {1, · · · , m} be a random variable related with an operation. The conditional probability distribution of Ξ j given
This implies that the conditional probability distribution of rotation angles known by Bob is equal to its priori probability distribution. So our HUBQC protocol satisfies the condition a).
Similarly, we can get the conditional probability as follows:
The result shows that the value {r j } m j=1 is independent of Ξ j = {ξ j } m j=1 , so our HUBQC protocol satisfies the condition b).
Verifiability (Bob's honesty and the correctness of quantum computing). The verifiability is that the client Alice can obtain the correct results if the server Bob is honest. That is, if all measurements on traps show the correct results, the probability that a logical state of Alice's computation is changed is exponentially small. Otherwise Bob gets nothing of Alice's secret information.
In our protocol, Alice adds some trap qubits around the state |Clutster . Bob knows neither the number of trap qubits nor their positions. When Bob returns these results, Alice makes a comparison between true results and Bob's results on the trap qubits. If the error rate is acceptable, Alice accepts these results on computational qubits. Moreover, Alice can measure the quantum outputs traps, and then successfully verifies the Bob's honesty and correctness of quantum computing.
Bob replaces the true |C state with any states ρ. This equal to that Bob performs Pauli attacks I, X, Z, XZ. The proof is as follows, which refers to [14] . Now we show that the probability that Alice is fooled by Bob is exponentially small. Hence our protocol is verifiable. Since Bob might be dishonest, he will deviate from the correct steps. His general attack is a creation of a different state ρ instead of σ q |C p . If he is honest, ρ = σ q |C p C p |σ † q . If he is not honest, ρ can be any state. The case can be statuted to Pauli attacks by a completely positive-trace-preserving (CPTP) map, and the detail can refer to [14] .
Suppose the qubits number of state |C is 2N, where the number of traps and computational qubits is N respectively. Here, we denote that the number N is optimal for traps. Then, the probability that all X operators of σ α do not change any trap is
We can obtain the same result for max (a, b, c 
α/3 . It implies that the probability that Alice is fooled by Bob is exponentially small.
(2)
The quantum circuit is two-qubit quantum Fourier transform, where (2) shows the decomposition of SWAP gate, and (3) exhibits the decomposition of controlled-S, and (4) gives the combination of gate H, and (5) shows the structure of the graph state for realizing five CNOT gates. In (5), we don't consider the trap qubits.
Blind quantum Fourier transform.-With the help of our HUBQC protocol, we study the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) and show the corresponding blind protocol since multiqubit QFT are the combinations of some single-qubit gates and entangled gates orderly.
We first explain how to realize blind two-qubit QFT. In FIG.  6 , all gates can be decomposed into rotation operations and CNOT gates. In [47] , the decomposition principle of every controlled unitary operator U has been given. For the unitary operator U, there are unitary operators A, B, C such that ABC = I and U = e iα AXBXC, where α is a global phase factor. Suppose We also give the multi-qubit QFT referred to [47] and the corresponding blind protocol also can be realized via a similar way, where gate controlled-G n can also be decomposed into a combination of rotation operations and CNOT gates. Let U = G n , we have U = 
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we will discuss the measurement-based UBQC, circuit-based UBQC and our protocols.
1) In measurement-based UBQC model, every gate needs ten-qubit cluster states. So it brings a challenge to generate multi-qubits entangled states in experiment. In our protocol, we can divide the UBQC protocol into two processes: measurement-based process and circuit-based process. We don't need a large-scale entangled states since only entangled gates need to be realized by using cluster states.
2) In circuit-based UBQC model, entangled gates in some systems are probabilistically successful, while the cluster states can be to determinately realize entangled gates.
3) In both processes of our HUBQC protocol, the encrypted forms are similar. In measurement-based process, θ ′ t +κ t represents an actual measurement angle and r t is randomly chosen from {0, 1} in δ t = θ ′ t + κ t + r t π. However, in circuit-based process, r j is also randomly chosen from {0, 1} such that ξ j can be mapped to a uniform distribution set. In both processes, quantum outputs are all encrypted.
In summary, we propose an universal blind quantum computation protocol based on measurements and circuits which only needs two participants: a client Alice and a server Bob. Alice prepares the initial states and sends to Bob who creates the entangled state. According to the computations, Alice asks Bob to perform single-qubit rotation operators or entangled gates. Since the graph state |Cluster is surrounded by many traps, and the structure of traps is the same as that of computational qubits, the state |C is blind from Bob's perspective. In both measurement-based process and the circuit process, we encrypt the measurement angles and the rotation angles by one-time-pad. The correctness, blindness and verifiability have already been proved and the universality is obvious since the universal gates set is H, T, CNOT in our protocol.
